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11 July
Theresa May now has just two days rather than two months to build 
a team to rescue the U.K. from its worst political crisis in a generation 
and begin extricating it from the European Union. 

European equities extended a rebound into a third day as concern 
eased about global economic prospects in the aftermath of the Brexit 
vote.

Asia’s hunger for travel gave a lift to Airbus Group SE and Boeing Co. 
on Day 1 of the Farnborough Air Show. Carriers in China and Vietnam 
ordered new planes while those in India and Malaysia are zeroing in 
on the manufacturers’ workhorse single-aisle jets.

Japanese shares drove gains in Asia, headed for their steepest two-
day climb since February after Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said he’ll 
order a fresh fiscal stimulus package. Crude oil fell with sovereign 
bonds.
12 July
Kuwait is taking steps to sell minority stakes in as many as four units 
of the state oil producer as the Middle Eastern government plans to 
tap global capital markets for funds and improve efficiency in its most 
important industry.

The equity revival got new life in Asia, with Japanese stocks joining 
the global benchmark in reversing their Brexit referendum losses on 
the outlook for further stimulus. Copper extended its rally, while oil fell 
following its best day in three months.

Brookfield Asset Management Inc. raised $14 billion for its latest 
infrastructure fund, topping its target, as Canada’s largest alternative 
asset manager goes on the prowl for larger acquisitions.

Earlier this year over Iranian food in London, Tony Fernandes was 
discussing the outlines of his most audacious aircraft purchase yet with 
two Airbus Group SE executives. When it came time to pay, neither 
of the planemaker’s top brass had the required cash, so Fernandes 
picked up the tab.

14 July
European equities could lose almost a fifth of their value if the influence 
of anti-establishment political parties spreads throughout Europe 
and the U.S. in the next two years, MSCI Inc. said in an assessment of 
possible risk scenarios.

European stocks advanced for the fifth time in six days as companies 
reported better-than-estimated earnings, while U.K. stocks declined 
after the Bank of England refrained from an interest-rate cut. 

U.S. stocks extended gains at an all-time high amid corporate results 
that pointed to resilience in the global economy, while Treasuries slid 
with the yen as speculation central banks will add to stimulus sapped 
demand for havens.

Deutsche Bank AG named Werner Steinmueller to be its top executive 
for the Asia-Pacific region and said he’ll become the first Hong Kong-
based member of its executive board.

15 July
European stocks erased most of their intraday losses at the close, even 
as a terror attack in France dragged travel shares lower.

Swatch Group AG shares plunged as the watchmaker warned of a 
collapse in first-half profit and cut sales guidance for the year, adding 
to a luxury malaise that has spread from Hong Kong to other top 
markets such as France and Switzerland.

Investors fleeing negative-yielding bonds as Brexit spoils the global 
economy’s outlook are turning to a region with the world’s fastest 
growth and rising corporate earnings -- Asia.

Asian stocks headed for their biggest weekly advance in three months 
as data suggested China’s economy is responding to government 
support. Taiwan became the latest regional bourse to enter a bull 
market.

13 July
The S&P 500 Index eked out a third straight closing record, overcoming 
a drop in the price of oil that dragged energy shares lower as a let-up 
in political turmoil in the U.K. kept demand for risk assets alive. Metals 
advanced with emerging-market equities.

Ukraine, whose trade links with Russia have been severed by a two-
year insurgency in its eastern regions, will strive to offset that loss by 
becoming a transit hub for shipments from the Persian Gulf, Asia, 
China to the Scandinavian countries and the Baltics.

There’s one bright spot in Europe’s stagnant leveraged finance 
market. Loans are proving resilient in the face of market turmoil 
following Britain’s decision to leave the European Union. 

The European Union kept in check a threat to require visas for 
Americans and Canadians traveling to Europe, seeking more time for 
a diplomatic solution to a nagging trans-Atlantic dispute.
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